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5CHRISTIANITY  IN   CAUL
Into this stagnant society, accustomed to passive obedience and
incapable of resistance, the Empire introduced in the fourth
century a foreign religion brought from the East, Like all the
other countries of Europe, Gaul had never known any but rudi-
mentary religions made up of practices and beliefs hand eel down
by tradition, without any general body of doctrine, religious in-
struction, or authority. The priests were merely the guardians
of the sanctuaries whose duty it was to carry on die ceremonial.
Two kinds of rites of different origin hud lingered on in Gaul,
Those performed in connection with the interment of the dead
were intended to prevent them from causing alarm to the living,
and form the origin of that belief in ghosts and haunted homes
which the Church has preserved in the form of a belief in the
spirits of the departed. A similar sense of fear was the origin of
such practices, intended to preserve people from evil spirits, as
amulets and the belief in unlucky days. The other class of rites
was concerned with those natural forces which were imagined
to have their permanent abode in sacred spots, where they mani-
fested themselves in the form of supernatural phenomena, and
especially by acts of healing; in imitation of the example of the
Greeks, these had come to be represented by idols of human form,
Certain divinities, recognized throughout a large part of Gaul,
were worshipped under the names of the Latin gods Mercury,
Jupiter, and Venus.
Very different was the religion which appeared in the first
century in the part of Asia subject to the Romans, where Greek
ideas had become fused with the religious beliefs of the Kitst,
Although it originated among the Jewish people, its organization
took shape in the Hellenistic lands of Syria and Asia Minor, whose
language was Greek, Its essential ideas were expressed by Greek
words, such as Christ, Christian, Soter (Saviour), Logos (the Word),
angel, devil, apostle; and its sacred books, the Evangel, or Gospel,
the Epistles, and the Apocalypse, were written in Greek, Greek
terms were used to designate the officials of the Church, such as
the clergy, the episcopal dignitaries or bishops, priests, deacons,
acolytes, monks, coenobites, or anchorites; its assemblies, such as
the ecclesiastical organization (ekklesia, or church) or the synod;
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